
[Music] 
 
Liz Norell - You are listening to Tiger Stories, a podcast from Chattanooga State Community 
College.  This is the place to share the stories from our community, with our broader 
community.  At Chatt State, we believe every member of our campus, students, faculty and 
staff belongs here and because we know that belonging matters, we are excited to share the 
stories of those who make up the unique, diverse and supportive community on our campus.  
You will often hear people on this podcast talk about Chatt State as having a feel of a family.  
We are so proud to be part of an institution that welcomes people from across the community 
to come here and pursue their dreams.  We hope you will enjoy hearing our stories and 
maybe even some day, you will want to share yours with us too. 
 
I am Liz Norell and I teach Political Science on the Main Campus of Chattanooga State.  I 
feel so lucky that I get to be on this campus, working with our students and my colleagues on 
the faculty and staff.  We get to witness powerful transformations happening on our campus 
all the time.  And so I am excited to get to share this conversation with you.  Without further 
ado, let's get started with today's conversation.  Hi! 
 
Colin McCormick - Hello. How are you? 
 
Liz Norell - Good. Why don’t you each introduce yourselves? 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - You first. 
 
Colin McCormick - I'm Colin McCormick. I graduated last year from Chatt State. I go to 
DePaul University now and I'm heading into my fourth year of school. 
 
Liz Norell - Wohooo. Yeah. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - Hi, I'm Itzel Toro. I went to Chattanooga State Community College and 
then I transferred to University of Rochester and now I'm a senior, hopefully I will get into 
one grad school. 
 
Liz Norell – Yay! You're going to grad school too? 
 
Colin McCormick - Yes. I'm starting my combined degree. 
 
Liz Norell - Yeah. 
 
Colin McCormick - In few weeks. 
 
Liz Norell - Yeah. So I just want to talk to you guys a little bit about what it was like to be a 
student at Chatt State, especially now that you've been somewhere else for a year, kind of 
reflecting back on what's different about Chatt State versus where you are now, how we 
prepared you, maybe what we didn't prepare you for, what advice you would give people? So 
why don't you just start by each of you and Colin, I'll start with you. What brought you to this 
campus, what brought you to Chattanooga State? 
 
Colin McCormick - So I had graduated from Ottawa High School in 2016. I went to 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville as a Pre-Med Major and it only lasted one semester so I 



transferred to live at home, go to Chatt State. I was uncomfortable with the major. I think if 
you don't really know you want to do in high school, it's kind of you choose Pre-Med or 
Business something generic just to get the feel for things and I still wasn't too confident in 
what I wanted to do and I knew I could be grounded at Chatt State, living at home, cost of 
living is so much cheaper and I knew I could probably grow in Chatt State, just everybody's 
coming here and they're not too sure where they're going but everyone leaves with a really 
good plan. So I would say one piece of advice that I would give at Chatt State that helped me 
leap into a new school and what was my foundation is to don't say no to a really good 
opportunity at Chatt State. Even if you're unsure about the opportunity, you can always try it 
like there's no risk at all. It's very critical to not say no to yourself. The only person say no to 
a new opportunity is yourself and I had anxieties about moving to DePaul, starting school in 
Chicago, I was worried about interrupting friend groups and interrupting club organizations 
with like new members, everyone thinking, everyone's gonna know each other, they might 
not want a new member and every time I had to remind myself you didn't work so hard to say 
no to yourself, like the only person right now is you that's saying no. So don't say no to 
yourself if you are interested in something or if you want to have a conversation with just a 
professor or ask a question, get coffee, join a club like the only person saying no is yourself. 
So I would say leap at all the opportunities. 
 
Liz Norell - Yes, I'm gonna come back with some more questions. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - It’s okay.  
 
Liz Norell - Itzel tell me how you got to Chatt State? 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - So mostly financially, I'm an international student and I moved here 
because my dad got a job offer in Chattanooga, Tennessee. I'm from Mexico so when I 
moved here, I was looking to finish my university because I was already halfway university 
like in Mexico and I decided to move here and leave everything there because it was a new 
experience but everything was so expensive and more when you are international student, 
everything is like three times more expensive. So I moved here to Chatt State because it was 
cheaper but Chatt State showed me so many things like I do not regret at all the fact that I 
moved to Chatt State. Even now if I were to go back in time and I would have the economic 
resources to go to a university, to a four-year university, I wouldn't, and I would still come to 
Chatt State and do my two-year degree because what I learn is that something that Colin 
learned not to say no to myself, like the only person who is putting a wall for me to reach my 
goals is myself. Chatt State showed me that not because I'm international student it means 
that I don't have the same opportunities. People here show me that there is not such a thing as 
an excuse like you don’t have excuses but the are ones you hiding your mind because outside 
your mind at Chatt State offers you all the resources to improve your life and to improve you 
as a student and even more. For example, I never thought I was good at English and I hate 
English, like in Mexico I didn't pass my like the English subject I have in High School. When 
I came here, I got an F in my first English essay but like after that it was just A, A, A,  
because Chatt State showed me how to become good at English and it showed me to love 
English. Now thanks to Chatt State, I love English so much that I'm majoring in English in 
creative writing and I'm so proud of that and I don't think I will have found my love in the 
English language if it wasn't for Chatt State. 
 
Liz Norell - That's amazing.  
 



Itzel Toro Garza - Thank you. 
 
Liz Norell - That's amazing. I'm wondering if each of you can share a moment or an 
experience that you had where you felt like you really belonged here on this campus. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - I think since the beginning I felt as if I belonged in this campus. I never 
felt as an outsider and truly Chattanooga State made me feel as a family member, like not as 
creepy as a family, but I felt really comfortable. I felt really, really comfortable. I think my 
biggest experience is when I felt belong is where I started being part of the SGA and Phi Beta 
Kappa. I went to two trips that opened my eyes. My first trip was with Ms. Amanda and Ms. 
Azar in Global Scholars, I went to Orlando, and that trip opened my eyes. I was never good at 
math and in that trip, I was like person exposing like a math, statistics subject to a lot of 
universities and that made me feel so included and intelligent. I know I'm not that intelligent 
but it like all therefore that Chatt State made me to put, made me feel really, really good 
about myself, and my trip to New York City from the SGA opened my eyes to like a new 
world, to me like really, really, really like …  
 
Colin McCormick - Multicultural world. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - Multicultural world. 
 
Liz Norell - Yes. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - And the fact that they didn't say no to me because I'm international and 
they even help me to improve my English to talk in front of all these people, made me feel as 
if my brother or my sister was helping me in this Chatt State and I'm pretty glad and grateful 
with them.  
 
Colin McCormick - I struggled to think of one example because I fit into so many different 
groups and I'll briefly say I was a part of the Student Government, Global Scholars, Social 
Justice Club and I value so deeply all of the times that I was included in activities and 
projects that were pretty transformative to my life but I think the first moments of sustained 
inclusion was definitely Honors World Politics with Dr. Norell. 
 
Liz Norell - Okay. 
 
Colin McCormick - Because I think I had moments prior because that was my second 
semester in but the class was such a sustained community of like everybody's voice mattered 
and we were reading about very traumatic events around the world. 
 
Liz Norell - Yes. I'm laughing because I just think about your course on international 
depression [Laugh]. 
 
Colin McCormick - And so I mean we really got through some of the material and we're able 
to have such serious discussions because I think everybody knew that they had a space in the 
class to talk. You can always pass it up but I think everyone wanted to be heard and we all 
helped work through the emotional part of the material as well as the academic part and we 
read so many different things about the Syrian Civil War, North Korea, Israel-Palestine, so 
many complicated issues but we found a lot of like healing together I think even just reading 
the material and talking about it each week. 



 
Liz Norell - Yeah. 
 
Colin McCormick - So that was the first sustained moment of, I met her in this class, 
everybody in this class has a space and everybody can talk. 
 
Liz Norell - Yeah. Yes and my favorite memory of you the real first time that I got to know 
you was that first day of World Politics, I went in and said here's the thing like you guys are 
gonna control this class and it's gonna make you really uncomfortable but I'm just not gonna 
step in and save you and I left class and I went back to my office, like 10 minutes later you 
come busted into my office, like I just have to say, I made it all the way to the parking lot and 
I had said no, no, Courtney we have to go back and talk to her. That was amazing and I 
thought okay so this is Collin [Laugh]. 
 
Colin McCormick - It was the most dirty emotional environment like I think that was like 
you're laying down the law about we need to be doing really important things that aren't 
always specifically academic and about material so I think that was like I had never 
experienced someone so strong with such great boundaries so. 
 
Liz Norell - [Laugh] Oh god. Is there someone here on this campus besides who you've 
already talked about who really made an impact on your life going forward? It doesn't have to 
be. 
 
Colin McCormick - I feel like there's an academic. 
 
Liz Norell - Yeah. 
 
Colin McCormick - And would the fellow students, so would you want the academic one, 
okay. 
 
Liz Norell - Or the students, yeah. 
 
Colin McCormick - So I'll start with just the student body hearing other people's stories and 
knowing that we were actually in the same class, trying to get the same thing accomplished 
and it's just a brief moment of our lives together, one semester, one year, two years max. I 
think that was so temporal and so necessary that we were all like challenged together and I 
heard many stories that I've never heard for the first time about different backgrounds in my 
own, different struggles that people have had, how they're helped to Chatt State. It was the 
fundamental basis to what I believe about the world now and my actions and how I want to 
move forward in life, so just so many things but something very specific was definitely with 
the DACA Information Night is really being able to be exposed myself to people of different 
backgrounds that are very vulnerable and willing to tell their story as well as audience 
members that also maybe had many different thoughts and feelings about a certain group of 
people before they've ever even met someone with that identity and knowing that it was a 
really safe place to ask questions that might not be fully appropriate but it was a learning 
space. In terms of an academic impression, I think definitely Amanda Bennett. 
 
Liz Norell - Yeah. 
 



Colin McCormick - Of the Global Scholars, she and Itzel has definitely reciprocate this 
feeling but Amanda Bennett has single-handedly guided me in terms of academia and 
suggestions, meeting other people, making different connections with just different students 
and professors. We went to Greece together to do volunteer work with different NGOs 
associated with the refugee situation in Greece with mass displacement of people, so 
throughout my second year of Chatt State, it was always Amanda Bennett was my go-to and 
she would tell me advice for academics, life, classes, anything. 
 
Liz Norell - Yeah. How about you? 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - I think the people have touched my life in Chatt State here, as Colin said, 
Ms. Amanda Bennett. She truly, she's the best advisor ever and even in the University of 
Rochester, I had an advisor as good as Ms. Amanda Bennett. She was not just an advisor, she 
can save your life, for example... 
 
Liz Norell - Like literally [Laugh]. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - Literally. 
 
Colin McCormick - She did. She has. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - For my sister who was accepted to Stanford. She also came here to Chatt 
State and I was with her at this time. I remember like when she was applying for her PhD, she 
really, really wanted to go to Stanford but Stanford was one of the few universities that ask 
her for her. 
 
Colin McCormick - Transcripts. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - Transcripts from Chatt State, and she was like why they are just asking for 
my transcripts, what I'm gonna do, so at 10 pm or at 11 pm, she opened Facebook and 
messaged Ms. Amanda and she was like, Ms. Amanda, I have to send my transcript to 
Stanford, and I think Ms. Amanda say like when and she was like I think she said in three 
days or tomorrow, something like that. It was like a crazy day and then it supposed that you 
have to go and ask for the transcript yourself but I don’t know what Ms. Amanda did that she 
went because my sister was in New York, so she went us for a transcript to be sent to 
California and this is literally what happened. Thanks to Ms. Amanda, thanks to her, that she 
sent my sister transcript to California, my sister is now attending Stanford University. 
 
Liz Norell – Yaaaay! 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - That's one of the many examples that I can tell you of how great is Ms. 
Amanda. Another professor that truly helped me was a Professor Santillana. He helped me so 
much to open my perspective about Latinos because even though I'm a Latina, I'm a Latina 
with a lot of privilege back in Mexico. We were in a kind of privileged family, not anymore 
now. We are like middle-class but back in Mexico, we were in a good position so I never 
understood people that were not as privileged as me back in Mexico and it wasn't until I 
moved to the United States that I finally got to understand the people that were in a lower 
income than me and I opened my eyes to see all how bad is the system in where privileged 
people has more opportunity than the others and it just so messed up and get mad when I talk 
about it, but yes, and the other professor that opened my eyes was Ms. Falu. She didn't just 



open my eyes of how to become an honor student to fight it up and get back but she also 
opened my eyes to feminism and equality and black lives matter. I think before knowing Ms. 
Falu, I used to consider myself a feminist but I thinking I wasn't a truly feminist person. After 
I met her, I realized that if you want to be a feminist, you have to support all the minorities 
because you can say like I'm a feminist but I did not support the LGBTQ or I did not support 
people of this kind of background and that is not true. If you are a feminist and you are a 
minority, you have to support everyone in order to be accepted and accept others and that's 
helped Ms. Falu opened my eyes and I think the other one is, I love Ms. Falu and Ms. 
Santillana and Ms. Amanda. I think the other one is Ms. Lux who helped me to believe in 
myself in English. 
 
Liz Norell - Yeah. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - And yes. 
 
Liz Norell - That's beautiful. I love that you said that you had to come to the United States to 
understand the privilege and you're here. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - Yes. 
 
Liz Norell - So last question, what advice would you give other people who are either 
currently here or who might be coming here in the future besides don't say no to yourself? 
 
Colin McCormick - Don't let other people say no to you. 
 
Liz Norell - [Laugh]. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - Right. 
 
Colin McCormick - It's almost always gonna be internal but I realized anytime even it's hard 
when a family member or a close friend or a professional in some field is telling you no, don't 
do this, don't go here, you shouldn't say this but I think most people know what's best for 
themselves and I need everyone's who take advantage of the opportunities and if someone 
says no, do it but I would do it so well that you've turned it on its head. You have to help 
yourself before you can help others and I think many people struggle with helping themselves 
fully. So don't tell yourself no, don't let anyone else say no, you know yourself best and 
anytime you want to explore and understand and learn, you have the right to do that. You 
should be able to do that and you need to maximize those opportunities. 
 
Liz Norell - Yeah. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - I think the same advice like a lot of people told me, oh you're gonna be an 
English major, hmmm, my aunt will tell me Mijita, which is like my daughter but I'm not her 
daughter, I am her niece. She will tell me Mijita los maestros de inglés, no gana dinero like 
the English Professor doesn't make English, doesn't make money. If you want to be shown 
then you have to study dentist or doctor or engineer but I'm like the money - no, like I'm not 
here because of the money. I am here because of what I love. It's like other people told me no 
or because of the money or because of my language or because who I am, but at the end, you 
just have to keep going and ignore what other people say because those are just like… if you 
pay attention to what other people say you're pretty more excuses to you and if you wanna do 



something like I'm doing it because you love it, not because you think it will give you money 
because at the end you're gonna be rich but unhappy, you know? Who wants to be like that? 
Well, a lot of people but you don't want to that's a bad example for you like because you are 
gonna be really, really unhappy, I think I'm happy, well a little bit. 
 
Colin McCormick - I think you are right. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - I have to be accepted to grad school to be a little bit more happy. 
 
Liz Norell - [Laugh] It will happen. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - It will happen hopefully. Another advice you like don't be mean with your 
professors because they are amazing people like respect them. I know they will sometimes 
give you a B or a C and you will like to throw the essay to the wall but understand they are 
doing it because you messed up, not because they messed up. If they give you a C because 
you messed up, so respect them and talk with them and ask them for advice to improve your 
grades because they would be really open and that's one of the things that helped me a lot that 
instead of getting mad because of the B’s or the F’s or the C’s that I got, I went to my 
professors, a little bit creepy, I was kind of like a stalker, outside their office, like Chucky… 
 
Liz Norell - No knife I hope. [Laugh] No knife. 
 
Liz Norell - Yes. No knife. But eyes were sharp as a knife and they helped me so much and 
now we are friends even the professor that gave me an F on my first essay, now I'm friends 
with her. She end up be giving me a lot of A’s at the end because I always ask her for advice 
to improvements, really important, always ask, never don’t ask 
 
Colin McCormick - If I could add a final comment, it's the Itzel, her aunt says - no.  Itzel 
became an English Major despite family’s opposition and instead of just being an English 
Major and learning and loving it, she loves it so much that she almost got a full ride, so close 
to a full ride to University of Rochester and is now applying to Masters Programs in her 
major so she is not taking no and she's also killing it, so. 
 
Liz Norell - I would say that when you say don't accept no, you're not saying literally to five 
people who tell you not to but you're saying trust your instincts and follow your dreams and 
don't let anyone tell you that you're not good enough. 
 
Colin McCormick - Yep as long as you're leading with love and glowing your heart and your 
dreams, yeah. 
 
Liz Norell - Don't give up. 
 
Colin McCormick - Exactly. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - Never give up. 
 
Liz Norell - Well any final thoughts you want to share? 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - I hope you understood my accent. 
 



Liz Norell - Of course. 
 
Itzel Toro Garza - Sometimes it is very difficult to understand but thank you so much for 
listening us. 
 
Colin McCormick - Thank you. 
 
Liz Norell - Those of us who have the honor and privilege to work on Chattanooga State's 
campuses, know that something really special happens here.  And it's humbling to get to 
share a few of those special things with you, our listeners.  So thanks to you, for joining us 
here today.  And a special thank you to the students, the faculty and staff who make this 
podcast possible.  If you're a student at Chattanooga State, and you want to be on Tiger 
Stories, let us know.  You can get in touch at the email address in the show notes.  We'll be 
back soon with another instalment of Tiger Stories.  Until then, make it a great one. 
 
[Music] 


